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Spatial solitons have been investigated extensively
for decades.1 An interesting aspect that has received
little attention is the interaction of solitons with
boundaries. Several theoretical2–8 and experi-
mental9–12 studies addressed soliton reflection/
transmission at an interface between a nonlinear and
a linear material,9,10 and between regions of different
phase matching,11,12 but thus far, all studies on
soliton-boundary interactions have considered only
local nonlinearities (Kerr,9 quadratic,11,12 and the
photorefractive screening nonlinearity,10 which is ef-
fectively local for solitons much wider than Debye
length13). To our knowledge, soliton-boundary inter-
actions have never been explored in nonlocal nonlin-
ear media.

Here, we study interactions between solitons and
far-away boundaries. We show that solitons in non-
linear media with a very large range of nonlocality
can be controlled through interaction forces exerted
by remote boundaries, leading to oscillations and
steering in predetermined trajectories.

As a typical system for a long-range nonlocal non-
linearity, we use the thermal self-focusing nonlinear-
ity of lead glass.14 In this medium, a light beam is
slightly absorbed and heats the glass, acting as a
heat source. The heat diffuses with a thermal conduc-
tivity �, leading to a nonuniform temperature distri-
bution T induced by the intensity I, satisfying the
heat equation in (temporal) steady state14:

��2T�x,y,z� = − �I�x,y,z�, �1�

with � being the absorption coefficient. The change in
temperature, �T, results in a proportional increase
in refractive index �n=��T=��T−T0�, with � being
a (real) coefficient.14 Here, T0 is the temperature for
I=0, which is imposed by the temperature at the
boundaries of the finite sample [the boundary tem-
peratures are the boundary conditions for Eq. (1)].
These boundary conditions directly affect T every-
where in the sample, thus affecting �n induced by I.
Denoting the optical field as E=A�x ,y ,z�ei��t−kz�+c .c.,
A being the slowly varying amplitude, k=�n0 /c, �
the frequency, n0 the unperturbed refracting index

���n��n0�, c the vacuum light speed, and I= �A�2, the
lossless paraxial nonlinear wave equation is

��x
2 + �y

2�A + 2ik�zA + 2k2��n/n0�A = 0. �2�

Equations (1) and (2) can be solved self-consistently,
yielding solitons, subject to boundary conditions.14

When the boundary conditions are symmetric T=T0
on all boundaries, and A and its derivatives vanish at
the boundaries, Eqs. (1) and (2) yield a soliton cen-
tered at the origin, propagating strictly along z, of the
form A�x ,y ,z�=U�x ,y�ei�z.14 Here, we are interested
in the dynamics of solitons when they are subjected
to forces exerted by asymmetric boundary conditions.
The asymmetry can arise from unequal distances to
the boundaries or from different boundary tempera-
tures.

We first study the dynamics of a soliton launched
off center with unequal distances to the boundaries
[Fig. 1(a)]. Consider a sample with a square cross sec-
tion of width 2d�2d, and equal temperatures at all
boundaries T�x= ±d ,y ,z�=T�x ,y= ±d ,z�=T0. The

Fig. 1. (a) Sketch of a soliton of width � launched at an
offset a in a square sample of cross section 2d�2d. (b) Cal-
culated longitudinal oscillation frequency of the soliton as a
function of its optical power at various launch offsets; the
curves are best fit to �Ptot. (c) Simulated oscillation under
the experimental parameters of Fig. 2 (neglecting absorp-
tion) for a soliton launched off center. (d) Simulated oscil-
lation, including absorption, for P=10 W and 2d=0.4 mm.
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soliton is launched with its center at (a, 0, 0). Denot-
ing the width of the soliton as �, when �� �d−a�, the
initial wavefunction Ua�x−a ,y ,0� of the off-center
soliton is practically identical to that of a soliton
launched at the origin, U�x ,y�. We simulate the �2
+1�-dimensional ��2+1�-D� propagation by solving
Eqs. (1) and (2) together (as in Ref. 14.) under the ex-
perimental parameters 	=488 nm, �=1.4�10−5 K−1,
and �=0.00637 W K−1 cm−1. The results are dis-
played in Fig. 1(c). The soliton launched off center ex-
hibits oscillations about the origin, while maintain-
ing its shape to within a good approximation. The
propagation dynamics is fully periodic. Under our ex-
perimental parameters, with 2d=2 mm and laser
power P=1.2 W, the soliton width is 50 
m FWHM,
and the oscillation period is �3 m, which is too long
to be observed in our experiments owing to absorp-
tion. To assess whether it is possible to observe soli-
ton oscillations in our particular material, we repeat
the simulation with the experimentally measured ab-
sorption ��=0.01 cm−1� included in Eq. (2) but with
2d=0.4 mm and P=10 W [Fig. 1(d)]. With this higher
power and thinner sample, the oscillation period is
30 cm, which is experimentally accessible despite the
absorption.

As shown in Fig. 1, the problem is inherently �2
+1�-D. Nonetheless, because the oscillation is only in
the direction of the launch offset (x direction in Fig.
1), it is possible to derive a qualitative �1+1�-D
model. The model assumes that the initial soliton
wavefunction is identical to that of the on-center soli-
ton, i.e., Ua�x−a ,0��U�x�, and that the z evolution is
adiabatic. We recast the example of Fig. 1 as a �1
+1�-D problem, with a soliton Ua of width �,
launched at a small offset a, where �� �d−a�, with
T�x= ±d�=T0. The heat generated at the hottest
point (beam center) diffuses toward the colder re-
gions. However, one boundary is closer to the beam
center (by offset a); hence the temperature gradient
in the region a�x�d is higher than that for −d�x
�a. This introduces asymmetry in �n, acting on the
beam as a restoring force toward x=0 (as the bound-
aries exert unequal repulsion forces on the beam).
This scenario occurs for all z: the beam is always
pushed toward x=0, where the repulsion forces ex-
erted by the boundaries cancel one another. When
the beam is launched off center, it moves toward x
=0 but never settles there; instead, it oscillates about
x=0 as it propagates. We first evaluate the tempera-
ture distribution at plane z=0. I= �Ua�x��2 acts as a
(heat) source in Eq. (1); hence �2T /�2x=−�I /�, lead-
ing to a formal solution:

T�x� = −
�

�
	

−d

X 
	
−d

x�
I�x��dx��dx� + c1x + c0

� −
�

�
Q�x� + c1x + c0, �3�

where c1 ,c0 are integration constants, Q�x�
�−d

X P�x��dx�, and P�x��−d
X I�x��dx� is the power in

the interval �−d ,x�. For x=−d, Q�−d�=0; thus T�x�
=−�Q�x� /�+ �x+d�c1+T0. For x=d, Ptot�P�d� is the
total power. We now need to evaluate Q�d�
�−d

d P�x��dx�. Most of the soliton power (say, 98%) is
contained in a narrow region �, i.e., −a−�

−a+�I�x�dx
=0.98Ptot; thus some algebra yields Q�d���d−a�Ptot,
leading to T�d��−���d−a�Ptot /��+ �2d�c1+T0. Since
T�d�=T0, we get C1��a /2�d���d−a�Ptot��. Thus

T�x� � − ��Q�x��/� + ���d − a�Ptot��x + d�/2�d + T0. �4�

From the Eikonal equation, the acceleration of a light
ray is proportional to �̄n=���T /�x�. Here,

�T/�x = ��/���0.5Ptot − P�x�� − �Ptota/�2�d�. �5�

Because I�x� is symmetric about the beam center �x
=a�, and P�x� is the integral over I�x�, the first two
terms are antisymmetric about x=a. These terms act
to balance diffraction, not to affect the beam trajec-
tory. The trajectory is affected only by the last term,
giving an acceleration (of the beam center) that is
proportional to the displacement of the beam center

�2�a�/�2z = �̄n/n0 = ���T/�x�/n0

= − ��Ptota/�n0�2d� � − �2a,

where �=���Ptot / �n0�2d�. Hence the beam displace-
ment experiences harmonic oscillation about x=0
with a period =2� /�.

Both the �1+1�-D analytical model and the �2+1�
-D simulation reveal that a soliton launched off cen-
ter follows an oscillatory trajectory. It is instructive
to compare the two. Figure 1(b) shows results ob-
tained from the �2+1�-D simulations for several val-
ues of optical power and initial displacements (the
solid curves represent best fit). Just as the analytical
�1+1�-D model predicts, the simulations show that
the oscillation frequency � depends on �Ptot. How-
ever, Fig. 1(b) also indicates that � is weakly increas-
ing with displacement a, unlike the �1+1�-D analyti-
cal model that yields � independent of a. This
discrepancy is natural: heat-flow dynamics is differ-
ent in 1-D and 2-D, and hence one cannot expect to
have full agreement between the models. Neverthe-
less, the 1-D analytical model gives intuition on the
expected dynamics of the system, predicting the spa-
tial oscillation and its dependence on the optical
power.

In the experiment we launch a 50 
m FWHM
beam into a lead-glass sample of dimensions 2 mm
�2 mm�170 mm. We set the boundary tempera-
tures to room temperature, and first launch the beam
at the center of the input plane of the sample. The
beam forms a soliton at P=1.2 W, exiting the sample
at the center of the output plane. (At low power the
beam broadens to 450 
m.) We then vary the launch
point in the transverse direction �x�, while keeping
the initial trajectory parallel to the z axis, and moni-
tor the soliton exiting the sample [Fig. 2(a)]. Figure
2(b) displays the results of a series of experiments
with various input and output positions. As evident
from Fig. 2(b), the larger the input offset, the greater
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the output displacement of the soliton. The experi-
mental results are compared with the simulations in
Fig. 2(c). The comparison shows qualitative agree-
ment of the dependence of the output displacement
on the input offset, after finding the value of �� /�
from the measured optical power and soliton width.
However, the observed displacement values are
larger than those calculated by a factor of �3. Such
discrepancy has been observed in the past,14 suggest-
ing the existence of an additional mechanism in lead-
glass, giving rise to an increased �n. Under our ex-
perimental parameters, the expected oscillation
period  is �2 m. Our samples are 17 cm long; hence
we can observe only the initial part of the oscillation.
This limitation is not a fundamental: using higher
optical power P, materials with higher �, and thinner
samples reduces the oscillation period to experimen-
tally accessible propagation distances [Fig. 1(d)].

Next we demonstrate how different boundary tem-
peratures provide a means of controlled steering of
solitons. The setup is sketched in Fig. 3(a), along
with the experimental results [Fig. 3(b)] displaying
the displacement of the output 50 
m soliton in a
83 mm long sample, as a function of temperature dif-
ference �T0 between two boundaries separated by
2d=25 mm. The net heat flow from the hot boundary
to the cold one diverts the trajectory of the soliton.

The propagation dynamics can be modeled analyti-
cally, with the acceleration of the beam center ap-
proximated by �2a /�z2= �̄n /n0=��̄T /n0. �T has an
antisymmetry term balancing diffraction but not af-
fecting the trajectory, and a constant term arising
from �T0. Solving Eq. (1) with T�d ,y ,z�=T0+�T0,
T�−d ,y ,z�=T0, �T�x , ±d ,z� /�y=0 yields a constant
temperature gradient across the sample, �̄T
=�T0 /2d, diverting the beam toward the hotter
boundary. The displacement of the beam center after
a distance z is a�z�=��T0z2 / �2n0d�, with a launch
beam at x=0. Thus there is a linear relation between
the displacement a�z� and �T0. Figure 3(c) compares
this analytical result with our experiments, showing
an excellent agreement with no fitting parameters.

To conclude, we studied interactions between soli-
tons and far-away boundaries, and demonstrated
how asymmetric boundary forces can control soliton
dynamics by remote, leading to oscillations and steer-
ing. These ideas of controlling localized beams from
afar can be utilized in various nonlocal nonlinearities
(liquid crystals,15,16 thermal,17,18 etc.), offering a new
tool for remote-control light manipulation and open-
ing new possibilities for interactions among multiple
solitons mediated by boundary force effects.
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Fig. 2. Soliton steering arising from off-center launch. (a)
Experimental scheme. (b) Photographs displaying the out-
put displacement as a function of input offset. (c) Compari-
son between experimental and numerical results.

Fig. 3. Soliton steering arising from unequal boundary
temperatures. (a) Experimental scheme. (b) Photographs
displaying the output displacement as a function of bound-
ary temperature difference. (c) Comparison between ex-
perimental and analytical results.
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